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Abstract

The attacks like denial of service (DoS) and more specifically the distributed denial of service (DDoS) are one of the biggest threat to host and services of the Internet. There are many schemes available in the literature, which try to detect and defend these kinds of attacks, but many among them face numerous problems in providing an effective defense. Some of them are not practically possible to implement and others are not effective in handling these attacks. Hence, there is a need of defense mechanism which can effectively protect any infrastructure against DDoS attack. Instead of building an isolated defense method, we require a distributed defense framework, in which defense components can be deployed at various places on the internet. The proposed distributed defense model can defend DDoS attacks by placing defense agents and coordinator at different places over the Internet. The defense agents will be installed at edge routers and coordinator at core router of each stub domain. The defense agents and coordinator will securely communicate with each other to share the attack related information and the same will be shared with neighboring internet service providers. In order to provide efficient defense, the overall defense process is divided into various levels.
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1. Introduction

A DoS is an attack having the target of stopping normal clients from using a particular Internet/network resource such as a computer system, web service or website [1]. A DDoS is a coordinated attack, whose aim is to make a particular system, network service or network resource inaccessible to its customers or users. The DDoS attack is launched with the help of many intermediate compromised systems on the internet. The aggregate traffic produced by the compromised system can easily cripple the target. The target will no longer be able to provide normal services to its intended users. DDoS attacks are very difficult to defend because they make an only one-way connection with the target. It is because they don’t require the acknowledgment of packets sent to the target. This gives DDoS attacks an advantage of being more or less untraceable.

In February 2000, the first large DDoS attacks were performed against Yahoo.com, which in results keeps it off from the internet nearly for 2 hours. It results in costing it lost high advertising revenue [2]. A cycle of DDoS attacks results in the shutdown of some leading websites for several hours [3]. The report of PC crime and security survey lead by FBI/CSI in the U.S for the year 2004 [4] show that DDoS attacks are one the 2nd large
one outside attacks discovered in computer domain straight away after virus and intrusion infections. A computer crime and security survey conducted in Australia for the year 2004 [5] shows the same kind of outcomes. The technologies like ISDN, dial-up and cable modems intended for home users have amplified the threat of DDoS attacks.

The study conducted by Arbor Networks [6], in 2007 show that the major DDoS bandwidth attack against ISPs was recorded as 40 gigabits per second. But the intensity of these attacks was almost doubled in 2008 from the previous year. The major portion of DDoS attacks are done using TCP, and a huge portion comes under the category of flooding attacks [7]. Therefore, our focus is on preventing a comprehensive range of TCP based flooding attacks.

In recent past, numerous techniques have been suggested on how to identify and defend these types of attacks. Some of them are a little bit effective but most of them face many kinds of problems. Some of them are practically not possible to deploy and others are not so much effective to control these attacks. Most of the proposed defense schemes treat only some portion of the DDoS attack traffic but not as a whole. The problem can be seen from the perspective of ISP domain because it is responsible for carrying a lot of useless traffic. So a defense mechanism is needed which can detect and drop attack traffic inside the ISP boundary.

Present DDoS defense schemes can be categorized as either autonomous or distributed defense. A distributed defense system provides the defense with the help of many defense components distributed at various places over the Internet. A distributed defense is more efficient because its defense components can detect and drop attacks traffic in the intermediate networks and prevents it from reaching the victim. Unfortunately, the distributed defense methods need wide deployment of its defensive components, which need to be spread across various domains managed by different ISPs, all possibly having different managerial and security policies. Due to these limitations, it is not easy to design a distributed defense system. Furthermore, some ISPs may not be ready to become the part of distributed defense because every ISP will not be directly benefited from this type of deployment. All these problems disappoint researchers from seeking a distributed defense method against DDoS attacks. So there is a need of a stable solution, which can detect and defend DDoS attacks early before it causes damage to the victim. This paper presents a model in which DDoS attacks are defended inside the ISP domain. The defense components are placed in the form of agents on routers in the participating ISP network. The agents deployed on the routers perform the task of characterizing and filtering the attack traffic by cooperating with each other. The proposed model can be tested on realistic topologies generated by ReaSE [8], which can create the Internet like topologies of different scales. The simulations of proposed model can be tested by using a discrete event simulator OMNeT++ [9]. The Internet-specific networks can be simulated in OMNeT++ by using INET framework [10]. INET simulation model is an extension of OMNeT++ and it contains many application models and TCP, UDP, IPv4 and IPv6 protocol implementations. It offers Internet-specific objects like a router and standard host that combine different layers to attain the functionality of intermediate and end nodes respectively.

2. Related Work

Here we will discuss some existing defense schemes proposed in the literature, which try to defend DDoS attacks in distributed environment.

In [11] the author proposed a distributed DDoS defense scheme, which is based on “pushback and communicate” idea. PaC uses proprietary messages to inform routers closer to the attack source to filter attacks, thus distributing the attack amongst many routers and not just the edge router to the server. This process begins when the victim detects a DDoS attack, but there is no information on how this process is completed. This
defense requires the proprietary code to be distributed to the intermediate routers in order to be effective, but the work states that it does not require all routers to deter an attack. However, it is just a model that needs to be tested in a real environment. A global DDoS defense system, which is made as an overlay network on top of the Internet was discussed by Zhang and Parashar [12]. There are two stages in this method. In the first stage, every defense node locally identifies traffic abnormalities by using some existing IDS tools. After separating attack traffic, the defense node sets a rate limit on attack traffic and prevents it from moving further. In the second stage, the attack information is shared among defense nodes by using a gossip-based communication technique. This gossip based technique is used to gather the overall information about DDoS attacks by using information sharing. The proposed scheme constantly observes the network traffic. When an attack starts happening, each defense node starts dropping attack traffic identified as per local information. But, as local detection has a high false alarm rate, normal traffic will also be dropped. Chen et al. [13] proposed a scheme which identifies DDoS attacks by checking the propagation patterns of unpredicted traffic variations at distributed points in the network. When a necessarily big CAT tree is created to surpass a specific threshold value, an attack is confirmed. This system is installed on many autonomous systems domains. In each ISP domain, there exists a central CAT server. The scheme detects abrupt traffic variations, aggregates suspicious alerts and flow propagation patterns, and merge all CAT sub-trees from combined servers to form a global CAT tree. This system is made over attack transit routers, which collaboratively work with each other. A CAT server in every ISP domain is used to combine the attack alerts informed by various routers. CAT domain servers cooperate with each other to make the final decision. A method in which each network can be categorized as either a stub or transit domain is identified by Lam et al. [14]. In this method, a stub domain is connected with local ISP and contains individual host. A transit domain joins different stub domains to form a backbone network. Here stub agents are deployed on stub domains and perform the task of attack traffic detection and filtering. Transit agents are deployed on transit domains and perform only traffic filtering. This model tries to eliminate the attack traffic at its early stages but having some drawbacks. The rate limiting at transit domain results in lowering the network performance. This method does not provide any defense against spoofed attacks. A very serious issue is the collateral damage of the normal traffic.

Mirkovic et al. [15] identified a distributed cooperative defense system for DDoS attacks. DefCom constructs a set of distributed cooperative defense nodes that are distributed everywhere on the Internet. The defense nodes interchange information & control messages with each other to detect DDoS attacks, cooperatively control them and allowing normal traffic to pass through. DefCom nodes can be divided into three types, depending upon the task they offer: alert generator nodes detects an attack and alerts to the remaining part of the peer network, the rate limiter node can be used to rate limits a huge volume of internet traffic heading towards the victim, but not able to separate genuine packets from attack packets and the classifier nodes performs the task of selective rate-limiting. This scheme effectively distinguishes between normal and attack packets, and dedicates the available bandwidth to normal traffic and collaborates with other defense nodes to certify decent service for the normal users. The frequent communication between defense nodes invites the attackers to attack the DefCom system itself. Canonico et al. [16] proposed a technique which provides distributed response against DDoS attacks with non-contiguous deployment. Every ASSYST nodes are alike of classifier nodes but they are installed only on edge networks. Active Security Protocol permits a set of active routers to interact with each other in order to recognize the sources of a DDoS attack. Deployment and tuning of the active security system are preferably suitable for a programmable network environment. They are not able to handle attacks from legacy networks that do not deploy their defense mechanisms. Xuan et al. [17] identified a mechanism in which routers act as gateways. Their main task is to identify and detect
DDoS attacks locally and discards packets having abnormal flows. Gateways are deployed in the perimeter of victim and source domains. They communicate with each other in order to provide a cooperative defense of a limited scope. A controller agent model identified by Tupakula and Varadharajan is used to neutralize DoS attacks inside one ISP domain which was later on extended to many domains [18]. In this scheme, agents are implemented on edge routers and controllers are implemented on any internal router in the ISP. When an attack is detected by the victim, it informs the controller to start the defense process. The controller instructs all the agents to start marking all the packets heading towards the victim. The victim can identify the source of attack traffic (edge router) by looking into the marking field. The victim then provides the attack signature to the controller and requests the particular agents to drop attack traffic. So the attack traffic can be filtered at the edge router in the source network. In [19], controllers from the multiple domains collaborate with each other provide DDoS defense. The main drawback of this mechanism is that it uses third party tool for the detection and characterization of attack traffic.

3. Model of Internet Topology

Our distributed defense strategy is based on the network model of the Internet topology. Today Internet can be seen as a pool of many routing domains interconnected with each other. These routing domains are also known as AS (autonomous systems). Each autonomous system on the Internet can be the part of either a transit AS or stub AS [20]. A stub AS is normally run by a local ISP and generally transmits packets to and from its client network/hosts. It consists of actual host systems, which are further connected with an edge, gateway and core routers. The purposes of transit AS is to interconnect stub AS efficiently. The large backbone of ISPs is classified as a transit AS. A transit domain mostly contains a set of high-speed core routers also known as backbone nodes. In transit AS, some backbone nodes are further connected to a number of stubs AS and remaining is connected with other transit AS. The proposed DDoS defense scheme is based on this transit-stub network model. Fig.1 shows the network model of the internet reflecting the internal structure of a single stub AS. The hosts in the stub AS are connected with edge routers, which are further connected with gateway nodes. A gateway node is used to connect one or more edge routers with the core routers. Core routers can further join one or more transit AS with each other. The size of routing domains can range from one or two nodes to thousands of nodes. Fig. 1 also shows that the end domains which can be attackers or normal users are distributed in various stubs AS. The packets sent by attackers or normal users have to cross some edge or core routers, which are present in various stubs or transits AS, before finally reaching to the victim. So we need a defense solution which detects and stops the attack packet before they reach to the victim. The best possible place is to identify and drop attack traffic is source and intermediate networks. So there is a need of defense mechanism which is distributed in nature.
4. Defense Model

In [21], we have already identified the various locations (i.e. source, intermediate and victim networks) where the defense system can be deployed. A distributed defense is that in which the defense components will be deployed at all the three locations i.e. source, intermediate and victim. The performance analysis in [21] proves that distributed defense is the only solution to effectively control the threat of DDoS attacks. So the proposed defense model is also based upon the distributed defense approach. As we have already seen that the whole Internet is divided into transit–stub domains. The customer’s networks are connected to these stub domains, which are normally operated by local ISP. Fig. 2 shows only the picture of victim side stub domain. It shows the flow of two types of traffic i.e. attack traffic and normal traffic, which is heading towards the victim. So the aim of the defense model is to identify and eliminate the attack traffic on these stub domains. Most of the attack traffic originates from the customer networks of the stub domain; enter in the stub domain through the edge router and reaches to the victim through another edge router. Therefore, every attack packet moves through at least one edge routers before reaching to the victim. So the purpose is to identify and block the attack traffic at the edge routers in the ISP domain.
The proposed model of distributed defense system utilizes the strengths of various deployment locations. This model is based on a controller-agent approach to be implemented on autonomous systems. In every stub domain, there exists a coordinator, which is used to coordinate and manage various defense agents. The controller will be implemented on the core router of the stub network. The actual defense will be carried out by a number of agents to be implemented on edge routers. The agents running detection algorithm will constantly monitor the traffic heading towards a specific destination at the edge router. They have the ability to analyze and take appropriate actions based on a given mission assigned to them. Here, agents are special modules which work on the behalf of targeted victims/networks within the given and others’ domain networks. The defense scheme is initially be implemented on small topology, which can later to be extended for large topology.

5. The Defense Process

The major problem in existing DDoS defense techniques is to identify and detect the attack traffic accurately and efficiently. The main purpose of this scheme is to identify and extract attack traffic addressed to a specific destination and providing more bandwidth to the normal traffic from legitimate sources. The concept of entropy and threshold is used for the attack detection [22]. Entropy can be used in different ways for detection of anomalies in traffic features. This feature of information theory can be utilized in the monitoring of network traffic. The entropy can be used to measure the randomness of a flow passing through a given router. This property can be applied to various attributes of packet headers like source IP, destination IP, source port, destination port, the total number of packets etc. In case of DDoS attack, there can be one flow which
dominates other flows, which in results decrease the overall router entropy. Router entropy remains stable when there is no attack but it drops radically when there is a Flash event (FE) or DDoS attack. The overall defense process is divided into different steps.

The first step of defense process is to decide the various threshold values to be used in the detection algorithm. The values can be identified by performing extensive experiments on sample attack and legitimate traffic. The detection algorithms will be implemented as a part of defense agent on the edge router of stub network. It monitors the traffic passing through the edge routers and measures the randomness of flows by using the concept of entropy. When a flow dominates the other flows then it results in the decrease of normalized router entropy. The detection algorithm running on edge router will regularly checks for the normalized router entropy against a predefined threshold value and identify if there is any suspicious flow or not. In case of a suspicious flow, it is further confirmed whether it belongs to the flash event or a DDoS attack. If the flow is the part of DDoS attack then it will be dropped and the attack information is shared with the coordinator. The coordinator shares this information through the secure protocol to other nearby stub networks so that attack traffic can be dropped at their source. Fig. 3 illustrates the flow of different phases of proposed distributed defense model.

![Figure 3. Flowchart Showing the Defense Process](image)

During the defense process, agents communicate with each other through the coordinator. Their common goal is to identify and stop attack traffic at the early stages. They also share information like type of attack traffic, the source of attack traffic, target destination etc. it helps them to provide early defense attack against a DDoS attack. Messaging is the means of communication between coordinator and agents. The communication between agents and the coordinator is encrypted so as to avoid it from the
attackers. These agents will work corporately with the coordinator having a common goal of protecting the victim from various DDoS attacks. The coordinators across domain/ISPs also share information about valid agents in their domains. Fig. 4 shows the communication between central coordinator, agents, and coordinators between neighboring domains.

![Diagram of communication between central coordinator, agents, and coordinators between neighboring domains.]

**Figure 4. Communication between Agent, Central Coordinator and Coordinators Across ISPs**

6. Performance Analysis Metrics

The performance of proposed system will be evaluated by implementing the functionalities of the defense system using simulations. We will perform intensive simulation experiments by using different sample attacking scenarios on predefined experimentation setup. The outcome of these scenarios allows us to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed solution. Here we will identify the various performance evaluation parameters which can later be used to test and compare the performance with similar kind of defense systems.

**Detection rate:** The detection rate is the measure of the percentage of attacks detected among all actual attacks performed. The value of detection rate should be higher. The detection rate is defined as follows:

\[
\text{Detection rate} = \frac{\text{Number of detected attacks packets}}{\text{Total number of attacks packets}}
\]

**Detection delay:** The detection delay is the time taken by the defense system to detect the happening of an attack. This value of detection delay should be lower.
Detection delay = Time, when DDoS attack is detected - Time when DDoS attack is started

False negative rate: The false negative rate is the number of times the attacks packets will be considered as normal packets. The value of false negative rate should be low.

False negative rate = Number of false negative packets / Total number of attack packets

False positive rate: The false positive rate is the number of times the normal packets will be considered as attack packets. The value of false negative rate should be low.

False negative rate = Number of false negative packets / Total number of attack packets

Goodput: $A/ (A+B)$ where A is the total number of attack packets dropped at the edge router after the invocation of the defense model. B is the attack packets that manage to reach the victim.

Percentage of overhead packets: The percentage (%) ratio of control packets communicated in the simulation to the total attack traffic in the simulation.

7. Conclusion & Future Work

There have been many efforts of defending against DDoS attacks through different ways and still, many researchers spend ample of their time on proposing various defense systems. However, numerous of these methods lack some of the critical features (functionalities) of DDoS defense such as accurate attack detection, attack protection, and collateral damage prevention. This paper proposed a distributed DDoS defense model using multiple defense agents, which work cooperatively in ISP domain on behalf of the victim. These agents perform the various defense tasks assigned to them within their working boundaries and collaborate with each other to achieve the target. The proposed model will provide defense against a variety of DDoS attacks by processing incoming traffic on the edge routers. The whole defense process is divided into various levels. The various levels include a screening of incoming traffic, characterization of traffic into different types, filtering and rate limiting of suspicious traffic by agents. The agents share attack related information with coordinator and coordinators exchange information to the coordinators of neighboring ISPs. The information is exchanged through a secure communication process. This model can effectively detect and characterize various types of DDoS attacks with very high detection rate and minimum collateral damage. The future work is to test the effectiveness of this model through intensive experiments using simulations.
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